
YD                                                                                                                                                                           BS”D 
Contact: chanagittle1@gmail.com 
Age 25, 6'1 
 
Description: YD is a solid Lubavitch bocher: mikva, minyan, and chavrousa each evening wears only white shirts and 
does not touch his beard.  He is very careful with mitzvos and the Rebbe’s directives.  He is a warm quieter bocher, a 
trusted and caring listener, bright and intuitive, kind and mentchlich -  a “do the right thing” kind of person, laid back 
and very real, creative with a great sense of humor.  Yiddishkiet, life, work... he takes them all with a great sense of 
responsibility, devotion, and integrity.  Family is very important to him - he is the oldest of nine children in a close 
family, where kindness, middos, resourcefulness laughter and chayis are highly valued. He loves children and enjoys 
getting together with family and friends. 
 
Unique: YD Is a solid Lubavitch bocher with smicha, and working for a company as a web developer.  He is very 
bright and learned in both Torah and secular studies, and has interests and knowledge in both:  He enjoys kosher 
music, science and technology, science fiction, and especially finding humor in life.    
  
Seeking: YD is looking for a wife who is kind, tznius, warm, mentchlich, solid in her yiddishkiet, and the Rebbes 
directives, creative and resourceful, caring of others, nonjudgmental, with good middos and integrity. Someone who 
holds family first. Someone with the same combination of being broadminded and solid, laid back and joyful, with a 
sense of humor. 
 
His home: YD wants to build a home where family is first, with an emphasis on kindness, middos, respect, chayis and 
joy! and a marriage where there is true partnership in creating this. 
 
Surprises: none really... he is really what you see. Perhaps how really funny he really can be!- unique sense of 
humor!  How he is a leader – in a quiet and respected style.  How he can look at something and really see good 
where others may not notice. 
 


